Press Release
CBI Globe is the first Open Banking ecosystem enabling third parties to
reach 100% of online current accounts in Italy
BPPB is the first Italian bank to take full advantage of these innovative
digital services thanks to the integration between its proprietary app
Connecta Open and CBI Globe
Rome – 16th September 2020 - CBI Globe - Global Open Banking Ecosystem, the innovative platform
developed by CBI in order to help its members meet the PSD2 obligations, is now the first ecosystem
enabling third parties to reach 100% of online current accounts in Italy.
Thanks to the integration between CBI Globe and the bank’s proprietary app “Connecta Open”, Banca
Popolare di Puglia e Basilicata (BPPB) is the first Italian lender to take full advantage of such new digital
services, thus becoming part of a dynamic open finance ecosystem.
Created by CBI, the think tank for innovation for the payments market in the financial industry promoted by
the Italian Banking Association, CBI Globe aims to simplify the collaboration between Payment Service
Providers (PSP), fintech, companies and Public Administration and to provide innovative solutions for both
retail and corporate customers. Today, the platform has already enabled 80% of Italian banking market to
provide features required by PSD2. Among those, the ability to reach European platforms and integrate other
fields and Public Administration’s services.
The collaboration between BPPB and CBI has allowed the bank to offer multiple services to its customers
on a single platform, enabling the integration of 100% of online current accounts via APIS (Application
Program Interfaces). This translates into the possibility of distributing advanced digital services through a tidy
and complete view of each user’s finances, thus allowing to keep balances, expenses and transactions easily
under control and make payments from any account.
“We are glad that BPPB has proactively and promptly grasped the benefits of joining CBI Globe. This is the
first international collaborative ecosystem of open finance that allows third parties to reach 100% of online
current accounts in Italy as well as European platforms. - says Liliana Fratini Passi, CEO at CBI -. In the
context of a pandemic, where the demand and supply of digital services have grown substantially, CBI has
proven its pivotal role in enhancing both the capabilities and investments of the whole financial system,
developing further digital services to support the new Open Government plan.”
“Connecta Open” allows to promptly meet PSD2 requirements with efficient and clear solutions for users,
whilst supporting the technological innovation”, says Leonardo Patroni Griffi, Chairman at BPPB. The spread
of the new Open Banking models allows customers to take advantage of financial services including thirdparty banks and new innovative features autonomously.

BPPB
Strategic benchmark to support the local economic growth alongside its customers, BPPB pursues mutual
principles inspired by quality and transparency, aiming at creating value for its stakeholders. Despite its
strong bond to origins, it looks to the future. BPPB is currently investing in technological innovation to
strengthen the relationship with the client, operating from a multichannel perspective to ease banking
services in a simpler, more efficient and flexible way, by ensuring multiple virtual contact points and greater
accessibility. Close to local businesses, it acts as a facilitator and intermediary between entrepreneurs, to
introduce them valuable allies and partners and offer a relevant opportunity for growth. In fact stronger
businesses strengthen the local economy, and consequently the whole community and the Bank itself.

CBI
CBI S.c.p.a. is the public limited consortium company for the financial sector. Over 400 banks and payment
institutions are partners and customers, with the aim of developing interoperable payment infrastructures and
services - including the CBI Service, the CBILL Service, the Big Data CBI service, and CBI Globe - to support
the offer to the Public Administration, businesses and citizens. CBI has been contributing for over twenty
years to creating standards in self-regulation. The main goal is to allow the full interoperability and reachability
of the players of the financial ecosystem, including fintech and big tech, in an increasingly competitive
international market, also thanks to the constant participation of CBI to various forums, including UN / Cefact,
ISO, EBA, EPC and others.
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